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if you haven't played flower ( android, ios ), you're missing out on one of the most
beautiful games available for mobile devices. the premise of flower is that you're a
flower that's been planted in someone's garden. it's up to you to find the bulb, then

make your way back home. the game is filled with color, and you'll find yourself
walking around and looking at things with a new set of eyes. the soundtrack is quite
lovely as well, and the game is a perfect way to spend a few minutes of your day. i
highly recommend it. there's no denying that brick breaker ( android, ios ) is a lot of

fun, and it's one of the most addicting games available on any platform. you're
playing a brick-laying robot, and you have to keep building walls and clearing out
the bricks in your path. the game is set on a fantastic, sprawling island, and you'll

need to find the pieces that you need to complete each level. there are 72 pieces of
each type, and they'll be fun to collect, as they help you complete the level. there

are plenty of special effects, and the game is colorful, to say the least. there are lots
of upgrades to buy, and you'll find yourself having to play for hours. i enjoyed the
dishwasher: dead samurai ( android, ios ). it's a decent game, but when i reviewed
it i found myself wishing for more meat on the bones. it's a story-driven adventure

game that gets away from the typical puzzles and more into the narrative. i actually
liked the strange visuals and cool background music. the game could use more of

those moments, but it was an enjoyable game overall.
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